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Completing the annual PLACE assessment (Patient Led Assessment of the Care
Environment) is often a time consuming and labour-intensive process. Our fmfirst® PLACE
Mobile is a cloud-based software module designed specifically to make this process
quicker, easier and far less prone to user error than pen and paper.
PLACE Assessment Made Easy
•
•
•
•

Never use pen and paper again for the PLACE assessment
Eliminate data duplication
A single-point of data entry
Most importantly – save NHS staff valuable time!

Subheader
Fully web-enabled and mobile compatible, fmfirst® Survey is designed to replace and
simplify traditional time consuming and often error prone paper based systems. The ability
to achieve fast and accurate data input enables more effective management control for
organisations requiring the capture of key operational information. fmfirst® Survey can be
used to support a wide range of topics, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Kitchen Conditions
Infection Control
Waste Management
Fire Assessments
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fmfirst® PLACE Mobile Key Features
Below are some key features of the fmfirst® PLACE Mobile applications:

Conditional Questions

Cloud & Mobile

•

Compatible with iOS, Android and
Windows devices
• Work offline; undertake audits without
the need for permanent internet
connectivity*

Depending on answers given, subsequent
questions can be set to change accordingly;
this will help eliminate questions that do
not apply to your current situation and vice
versa.

*internet connectivity required for the uploading/
downloading of data.

Direct Data Upload

Paper-free

Once your survey has been completed, you Say goodbye to the pen and paper method!
have a choice of immediately submitting to Have everything you need in one place and
the main EFM portal or saving to the
benefit from reduced data input and
device’s cache to await completion or to be
duplication error rates.
reviewed before submission.

PLACE Lite Mobile

The PLACE Lite Mobile feature allows you to undertake regular, focused assessments
throughout the year on a mobile platform as often as required. By focusing on areas of
concern, Trusts can carry out year-round ‘mini’ assessments to measure improvements,
focus resources and demonstrate standards compliance.
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